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Islamic Fashion House is a container development, and information on the latest fashion, where it is available with commercial, education, and appreciation facilities.

Designed object is to provide a means for people to shop Moslem fashion along with accessories in boutiques and retail facilities that exist. In addition there are also educational facilities for people who want to learn about Islamic fashion in general. There are also facilities to appreciate the design work provided by the gallery in which to display the results of the latest designer, as well as the work of design students who follow the education of mode in this place.

The forms of appreciation are also facilitated with the hall that can be used as a performance space or a fashion show, which is a competition for designers to show the results of its latest design.

Growing mode always produces work of designing a new and different from before, or it can also modify an existing one. Engineering works are not far from the one thing that always identified with, elegant. Elegance is something simple but still interesting or beautiful, which tends to smooth things.

Object design is expected to facilitate mode activities in Surabaya and able to perform simple but attractive as expected from the elegant look.
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